How does the introduction of gender and feminism shift our perceptions about such a conventional area of international relations as diplomacy? What difference does it make to understand diplomatic relations beyond the strict boundaries of recognized nation states? And what kinds of voicesand also silencesare we able to hear when we decenter our understandings of where diplomatic relations are supposed to lie, how they are supposed to work, and about the actors who are entitled to conduct them?
These are some of the questions raised throughout the Conversations gathered in this Special Section. Rather than offering a single or straightforward answer, these contributions provide different pathways for grasping some too often unacknowledged diplomatic performances of womenbe they diplomatic officials, politically organized groups or "simple" housewives of a village in Maharashtra. Together they raise the stakes of what diplomacy can mean, what it can reach for, what kinds of subjects can be its agentsand not only passive objects of national diplomatic interventions. Doing so helps us to open our imaginaries beyond the political articulations of state apparatuses and think of diplomacy as part of our everyday lives, of how we experience and react to the political entanglements which make up our very existence. In this way these Conversations also complement the articles on diplomacy in this issue.
In a very conversational spirit, these interventions do not begin with some theoretical or philosophical reflections. Instead, they start from the personal and very intimate experiences of women authors who, in the course of their professional practices, have encountered other impressive women going about their day-to-day activities and changing the world while doing it. These circular encounters multiply the possibilities of feminist interventions in international politics; they provide us with some glimpses into how diplomacy can help to build more inclusive and open accounts of the world, as well as into the multiple practices of resistance to the gendered oppressions that underpin the traditional workings of everyday state-centered politics.
The Conversations section is an innovative intervention by IFJP which aims to offer space and opportunity to make strong theoretical and practical contributions to feminist debates that do not necessarily take standard academic forms. It may include interviews with prominent or early career scholars, practitioners, and activists; narratives and short stories; photo essays, artistic pieces, and poetry; film readings; conference reports; and other "non-traditional" modes of scholarly writing.
Interested authors should submit their articles via ScholarOne: https://mc. manuscriptcentral.com/rfjp. Please also upload a biographical note and five
